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The Resorts of Pelican Beach is located in the heart of Destin,
Florida - a six hour drive from most of the Southeast.

1002 Highway 98 East, Destin, Florida 32541
For reservations, call 1-888-PELICAN (735-4226)

www.pelican-beach.com

Enjoy Our Island Spirit.
SNOWBIRD GETAWAYS - DESTIN STYLE
REFRESH YOUR SPIRIT.

cise in a poolside fitness center located in each building, relax on our spacious beachside sundeck, or
stay in touch in our snowbird computer center.

Pelican Beach is a gated beachfront resort in the heart of Destin ... considered by many to be Florida's
single most picturesque beach area. Tucked away from the hustle and bustle of nearby attractions, yet
conveniently close to exciting family adventures, Pelican
Beach offers a quiet tropical oasis to those who pass through
its gated entry. A superb variety of one, two and three bedroom accommodations offer the discriminating vacationer a
high degree of luxury and privacy and the freedom to access
all the amenities of the complete resort.
The emphasis of The Resorts of Pelican Beach is superior
amenities, attentive personal services, and one of the most
important ingredients of every vacation - relaxation.

YOUR WINTER SEASON HOME.
Every year, our pleasing climate and warm sunshine draws northern visitors looking to escape the
long, cold winter. The Resorts of Pelican Beach provides a comfortable beach home for winter season
visitors who desire comfort, convenience, great activities, and the best selection of resort amenities
anywhere in Florida. The Resorts of Pelican Beach offers great monthly rental rates to those seeking
the perfect place to escape the cold winter months.
Few other resorts can compare with the diversity and selection found at The Resorts of Pelican Beach.
Go for a swim in one of the three adult pools (gulf front, lakefront, or heated indoor/outdoor), exer-

Plus, the resort’s location in Destin allows our guests to be close to all the conveniences the area has
to offer. Resort guests can walk and drive to outstanding restaurants, groceries, banking, health care,
libraries, video rentals and world-class outlet shopping.

OUTSTANDING WINTER ACTIVITIES.
Destin’s average daily highs of 63°F to 70°F are ideal for
outdoor activities and just having fun! The Resorts of
Pelican Beach offers a great schedule of activities and our
activity planners will keep you as active as you like to be
throughout your stay. In fact, many of our winter guests
have commented they enjoyed meeting new friends through
our variety of events.
A sample of weekly activities scheduled at the Resorts of
Pelican Beach includes bingo, scenic tours, shopping trips,
fishing, socials, restaurant nights, Tai Chi, card games (including bridge, poker, Pinochle, Euhre), tennis, golf outings, pot-luck dinners, boat trips, hobbies, aerobics, socials, shuffleboard, and much more!
In addition to all of the great activities located on site, the Destin organizes a variety of community
events (musical, theatrical, health/wellness, etc.) geared to the area’s winter season guests. Our activity directors can help you find the events which match your interests!

